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M&V Magazine is a production of M&V Pro 
Services.  All rights reserved.  For our inaugural 
issue, we are pleased to present the following 
information.

Comprehensive Home Assessment
Learn More.  Schedule yours today.

Nathan Troxell
The future of M&V.

$500
Win $500.  Just tell us what you think.  

Founded in 1994 and structured as an Indiana S-Corporation 
in 2001, M&V Pro Services was created to offer janitorial, 

maintenance and painting solutions throughout Northern Indiana.  
M&V launched the Remodeling Division in 2014.  

Virginia Hernandez serves as the president of M&V while her 
husband Miguel serves as the Vice President.  As a team, they are 
committed to operating M&V with the highest level of quality and 
integrity.  It has successfully grown into a thriving business poised 
for expansion.  Renovations to the corporate office highlight their 
support and excitement for the community of South Bend.  

Miguel and Virginia are passionate about their upcoming 
neighborhood programs.  For example, they are looking to offer 
structural repairs or remodeling for low or no income senior citizens 
without charge.  Local residents and businesses would be invited to 
contribute to the cost of materials while M&V provides the balance 
of materials and labor.  Community and generosity is the foundation 
of each idea. Community program announcements are on both the 
M&V website and FaceBook page.
 
These forward 
thinking 
entrepreneurs, 
known among 
friends as a loving 
couple and family, 
are active in the 
community and 
spend considerable 
time in volunteer 
activities.  M&V 
magazine was 
produced to share 
their vision for the 
future and engage 
the community.

Virginia Hernandez, 
President

Miguel Hernandez, 
Vice President
miguel@mvproservices.com
(574) 344-1419
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Home is not a place
It’s a feeling.

M&V understands that your home is more than the 
physical space it occupies. It is the space where 

you both welcome each new day and retreat from the 
world. We will preserve what you love about your 
current home while enhancing its beauty and function, 
dramatically increasing its emotional and monetary 
value. 

Before- Front

After- Front

After- Back 
Images are for inspiration only.

Not a M&V client  



Comprehensive Home Assessment 

We are looking to work with clients who are frustrated with the 
assembly line, cookie-cutter remodeling approach.  M&V converts 
ordinary homes into beautiful spaces that exude positive energy.  
This method creates the perfect combination of innovative design 
features with practical functionality, whether adding an entirely new 
area or re-configuring an existing one.

Take advantage of our comprehensive home assessment.  The 
process starts with identifying your vision, goals, budget and 
the home’s structural potential.  Our team will provide you 
with a balanced solution; form, function and budget.  Personal 
attention, communication, creativity and quality craftsmanship are 
fundamental features of the process from home assessment through 
project completion.  Do not settle for a generic and impersonal 
remodeling quote.  Call M&V today.

• Additions
• Basements
• Bathrooms
• Decks
• Design
• Garages
• Kitchens
• Project management
• Roofing
• Whole house renovation

Nathan Troxell  .  Jerry Tapia  .  Miguel Hernandez  .  Omar Garcia  .  Dan Smith           (574) 234-9370



M&V Pro Solutions is revitalizing creativity, individuality, and our communities 
one structure at a time.   Our mission is to be the catalyst for resurrecting the 
ubiquitous generic mass produced homes as well as dilapidated homes and buildings 
by incorporating: 

• bold & brilliant designs
• family centered living spaces
• natural light & clean lines
• sustainable & reclaimed materials

Completed projects will be icons of change, media worthy and emotionally 
stimulating.  Our approach to remodeling is just the beginning.  Mobile structures, 
re-purposed architectural elements, cooperative community ventures are all part of 
my vision for M&V. Written words cannot even begin to convey my energy and 
excitement in connection with each new project.  I would love to hear your thoughts 
as well as discuss ideas as we consider the possibilities.  Connect with me on email, 
phone, LinkedIn or over a cup of coffee. 

Sincerely,

Nathan Troxell
Director of Business Development

(574) 344-8599 call/text
nathan@mvproservices.com
www.linkedin.com/in/nathanttroxell
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“I have concluded that human decision making is generally 70% emotional and 30% rational.  That’s not to say humans are at 
the mercy of their emotions.  Rather, they need to feel that conditions are right before they take chances. - The low-hanging 
fruit of improving processes and efficiency has all been picked.  What remains untapped is the incalculable opportunity within 
the emotional economy of customers.”  -  Jim Clifton, CEO Gallup



The following images are a sample of M&V’s inspiration.  
They are not actual completed projects.



Your perspective, thoughts, and ideas are of tremendous value.  M&V’s Remodeling 
Division is showcasing their vision for remodeling and construction in connection 
with a fun survey.  The survey is available on our website at www.mvproservices.
com.  Take the time to look at each idea, and then tell us what you think. Each 
month, starting in July, we will pick one completed survey.  The winner will receive 
$500 just for sharing their thoughts.  Follow us on Facebook where we will post the 
monthly winner and survey results.

www.mvproservices.com
www.facebook.com/mvproremodel

When all think alike, then no one 
is thinking.    

Walter Lippman


